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Dear Andrew and Murad, 
 
Thank you for your letter of 5 October regarding the External Wall System Fire Review (EWS1) 
form.  
 
I share your concern about the EWS1 crisis – it is unacceptable that leaseholders face 
overcrowding, mental health problems, immense financial pressure and miss out on employment 
opportunities pending the assessment of their external walls and a completed EWS1 form. Thank 
you for sharing Sam and Mark’s stories. I agree with you that no residents should be facing these 
problems and I am lobbying the Government to take action to resolve this national issue, which is 
affecting Londoners disproportionately. 
 
I raised the issue of zero valuation of flats as early as December 2019 when I wrote a letter, jointly 
with members of the Homes for Londoners Board, to the Secretary of State for Housing, 
Communities and Local Government. The fact that there was no reply is a sad reflection of the 
Government’s lack of commitment to tackling this topic. Last month, I wrote again to the 
Government stressing how urgent it is to tackle this issue and set out five key areas where 
Government action is needed.1 
 
Please find below my responses to the asks set out in your letter. 
 
1. Raise this issue urgently with the housing sector in London by setting up a housing task force 
with a view to agreeing a common approach for obtaining EWS1 forms 
 
My team regularly meets with housing associations, leaseholder groups, the National Housing 
Federation, London Councils and others to understand how social landlords are approaching this 
situation. These discussions reveal multiple difficulties with the completion of EWS1 forms, which 
cannot be solved through simply agreeing a common approach, as your letter suggests. The 
problems are systemic and require a national intervention from the Government.  
 
The structural difficulties the sector highlights include the shortage of professionals with the 
required competency and professional indemnity cover to carry out the work, in addition to the 
high costs of these assessments and the lack of funding where remediation is required. These 
problems are particularly acute for councils and housing associations. Landlords of large portfolios 
receive large volumes of EWS1 form requests, meaning they are forced to prioritise which blocks 
receive assessments first according to anticipated safety risks.  
 

 
1 https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/rt_hon_robert_jenrick_mp_21_09_20.pdf 
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Through their engagement, my team would like to share Network Homes’ approach and highlight it 
as a good practice2. Through an online database – which holds building safety updates, fire risk 
assessments and now EWS1 forms – residents can input the name of their building and access the 
relevant information and documents. This is an effective way of increasing transparency, as 
residents are able to efficiently and easily access up-to-date information on the fire safety of their 
buildings; and I encourage the sector to follow this approach. 
 
2. Urgently look into how you can use your Adult Education Budget to help combat the shortage of 
specialist skills needed to tackle the unsafe cladding issue which is impacting thousands of 
Londoners across our city. 
 
The lack of competent fire safety professionals is an urgent issue. The only way to deal with this 
urgently is to upskill existing professionals in the sector. This is beyond the scope of the Adult 
Education Budget (AEB). The AEB facilitates courses for Londoners with low levels of qualifications 
(generally up to level 3; equivalent to an A-Level) and is not suited to retrain or upskill adults with 
the higher qualifications needed to inspect external wall systems of high-rise tower blocks.  
 
In addition, to receive funding from the AEB courses must be on the national qualification 
framework. As there are currently no clear standards for this type of specialist skills, this would be a 
lengthy process, involving awarding bodies and employers to design viable courses of learning.  
 
A fast-tracked government funded training programme is needed to upskill existing professionals 
with the accreditations needed to carry out EWS1 assessments. I was pleased to hear at the Fire, 
Resilience and Emergency Planning Committee meeting on 13 October that the Royal Institution of 
Chartered Surveyors (RICS) is working on a training and accreditation programme to upskill 
surveyors to carry out EWS1 assessments. RICS aims to launch the programme before Christmas, 
which is a positive step forward.  
 
A training and accreditation programme alone will not be sufficient, however, due to severe 
difficulties obtaining professional indemnity cover for cladding remediation work. My Deputy 
Mayor for Housing and Residential Development recently met with the Association of British 
Insurers (ABI) and raised the matter of professional indemnity cover. I understand that discussions 
between the ABI and the Government aimed at resolving this situation are ongoing, but that no 
solution has been found to date. The Deputy Mayor also raised this issue directly with the minister, 
Lord Greenhalgh, at the recent London Building Safety Action Summit. I urge the Government to 
redouble their efforts to work with the industry to find a solution as quickly as possible. 
 
At Mayor’s Question Time on 15 October 2020, I committed to exploring whether any bespoke 
solutions to this crisis could be applied in London. I can confirm that this has been considered and 
explored by the Greater London Authority’s Building Safety team and my Deputy Mayor for 
Housing and Residential Development as part of the ongoing work on this topic. As set out earlier 
in this letter, I have concluded that the problems are systemic and national in nature and require 
sustained and radical intervention from the Government.  
 
I would like to end by thanking both of you and your committees for your work on this important 
issue. I will continue to lobby Government to tackle this crisis and appreciate your support on this 
urgent matter. 
 
  

 
2 https://www.networkhomes.org.uk/your-home/my-building-fras-documents-and-
newsletters/?Search=Electric&Category=&Updated= 
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Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sadiq Khan 
Mayor of London                     

 


